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When is it Too Much?
First the pandemic bred fear, and then it bred money. Clearly there was a great financial need among
many millions of Americans as the pandemic closed down the economy in the Spring of 2020. Congress
came out swinging with several bills, spending trillions of dollars in an attempt to offset the pandemic
impact. That effort was mostly successful, but because it was impossible to direct the money precisely
where it was needed, we decided it was better to over-spend than under-spend. That is a legitimate
decision, but one that appears to have come with some unintended consequences.
•
•
•

Giving many people more money than they lost in the pandemic set up an incentive to spend it,
pulling future demand forward into the present.
When this happens, companies that can meet rising demand can show spectacular profits. A
recession will typically lead to cost cuts. Combine that with rapidly recovering demand, and
presto, profits soar.
It can also push inflation higher. When demand suddenly spikes, in an environment that is supply
constrained by the pandemic, shortages are tend to develop. That leads to higher prices, and of
course, higher prices also contribute to soaring corporate profits.

The Fed sees the current inflation as largely transitory. The reason for this position is that much of the
inflation is the direct result of market dislocations, there is not enough current supply (depressed by
COVID) to meet current demand (accelerated by fiscal policy). These things naturally correct over time,
but as they do, it can create unusual swings in economic data.
Here’s an example. The chart on the following page shows Personal Consumption Expenditures for
Durable Goods (blue line) and GDP (red line) over the past 40+ years. Durable goods are items that do
not wear out quickly, like washing machines, small appliances, cars, etc. In short, items that do not wear
out quickly and therefore do NOT need to be replaced often. The dislocation in durable goods is obvious
on the chart.

Durable goods expenditures and GDP have generally mirrored each other over the years. Today, while
GDP is back to trendline, durable goods expenditures have gone parabolic. It is clearly unreasonable to
think that durable goods demand is now on some new growth track. Rather, demand that might have
occurred over the next several years was pulled forward by the influx of free money.
•
•

Pulling demand forward merely makes demand uneven, squeezing longer-term demand into a
shorter window. But once that surge is over, you typically go back to sub trendline demand.
Less than trendline demand ultimately puts pressure on corporate profits. In other words, by
pulling demand forward, we have also pulled profits forward!

Now take a look at this chart, which compares Personal Consumption of Durable Goods and Nondurable
Goods with corporate profits. Note the spike in durables and nondurables mirrors the spike in profits.
This makes it easier to see how when demand is pulled forward, it also pulls profits forward. There is no
reason to believe that demand for durables and nondurables are on a new, rapid growth track, and the
same can be said for profits. The effect is similar to an item going on sale. The sale spikes sales, but when
the sale ends, sales decline because the sale did not increase demand, it simply pulled demand forward.

If there is trouble in the market, one source could be that pundits are very focused on the transitory
spike in profits today, and not focused much at all on the what happens when demand normalizes. The
euphoria created by that mindset makes for higher equity prices until that transition occurs.

What we do know is that at least some of the recent inflation is transitory in nature, as is the corporate
profitability driven by transitory demand. Where and when will it all settle? We certainly do not profess
to know that answer. Our guess, at this point, is that markets are in for an uncomfortable awakening
when the narrative begins to change to slower growth.
As we said last week, it is an unpredictable world. Predicting the future is not easy and predicting it
consistently is impossible, which is why we stick to our plan, and leave the predictions to others.

What Could Go Wrong?
An email went around the office of a ‘bright light’ with a Gopher problem. He decides the best idea is to
release some propane into the hole and then ignite the propane. What could go wrong? (Think
Caddyshack.) He was probably successful in ridding himself of the gopher, but he was left with a fairly
significant hole in the ground. Luckily, no one was hurt.
As we mention above, the financial world is highly focused on strong corporate profits and that of course,
is the rationale for the continuing stock market strength, despite high valuations. What could go wrong?
As Bobb Farrell, the long-retired guru form Merrill Lynch, opined many years ago, in his 10 stock market
rules, when all the experts and forecasts agree – something else is going to happen. The beginnings of
that ‘something else’ may be appearing. The Atlanta Fed, in its most recent GDP estimate for the third
quarter, reduced the estimate from 5.3% to just 3.7%, a substantial change.

Also this week, Morgan Stanley economist, Ellen Zentner, reduced her third quarter GDP estimate from
6.3% to only 2.9%. And of course, this comes on the heels of a similar reduction at Goldman Sachs, which
was discussed on these pagers previously. To be fair, Zentner’s Q4 GDP forecast remains at 6.7%. She
writes: “With August as the low in activity, our forecast for 4Q GDP remains at 6.7%, helped by
momentum in September as the sequential data begins to improve into the final quarter of the year.”
We suspect the path of COVID globally will define the near-term path for GDP. There are some early
signs that the surge in the U.S. is peaking, but with schools re-opening, it is highly uncertain what that
means for the path of COVID as winter approaches. COVID infection rates in Asia could be a strong

determinant of supply over the coming months as growth in infections has already slowed their ability
to supply the goods we desire. Indeed, a slowing of growth in the U.S. might not be welcome by the
stock market in the near term, but it could give supply chains a chance to finally catch up, which would
be a welcome event in the long run.

What We're Reading
Pandemic’s $794 billion unemployment benefits were historic.
How the August jobs report plays into ‘stagflation’ arguments
As U.S. unemployment benefits end, firms hope for a wave of applicants
Damage from Hurricane Ida could reach $80 billion
China’s Regulators Are Moving Fast and Breaking Things. Watch Out.
Senate Democrats Eye Taxes on Stock Buybacks, Excess CEO Pay
China ‘tells US envoy John Kerry it will follow its own climate road map’
Slowest rise in activity so far this year as demand recovery slows during August
Markets This Week
The economic news got very choppy, but the stock market didn’t seem to mind. Most of the broad indexes rose
this week; the exceptions were the Dow and the Russell 1000 Value . Most bonds were modestly lower for the
week. The yield curve steepened as the 5 year rate declined slightly and rates on the 10 and 30 yr bonds rose
slightly. Commodities maintained their momentum and gold is rejoining the party as a relative safe haven in a
potentially stagflationary environment. Emerging markets rallied back a bit after several weeks of poor
performance due to a variety of new restrictions on Chinese companies by the CCP. Among sectors, Financials and
Energy were the losers and the winning column was headed up by REITs, which have had a very strong year.
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S&P 500 (SPY)

0.63%

21.58%

20+ Yr. Treasuries (TLT)

-0.72%

-5.06%

Consum er Disc. (XLY)

0.92%

14.49%

Dow (DIA)

-0.12%

16.60%

Barclays US Aggregate (AGG)

-0.07%

-0.80%

Info. Technology (XLK)

0.86%

23.13%

NASDAQ (QQQ)

1.47%

21.92%

Interm ediate Municipal (MUB)

-0.13%

0.97%

Financials (XLF)

-2.38%

30.24%

Russell 1000 Grow th (IWF)

1.37%

21.70%

US Corporate Bonds (LQD)

-0.12%

-0.77%

Health Care (XLV)

1.65%

21.53%

Russell 1000 Value (IWD)

-0.07%

20.51%

Barclays US High Yield (HYG)

0.36%

2.91%

Utilities (XLU)

1.42%

12.52%

Vanguard Mid-Cap (VO)

0.63%

21.34%

Industrials (XLI)

-0.31%

18.85%

Vanguard Sm all-Cap (VB)

0.64%

18.13%

Energy (XLE)

-1.40%

30.98%

Materials (XLB)

-0.67%

18.95%

International Equities
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Consum er Staples (XLP)

1.46%

9.27%

MSCI EAFE (EFA)

1.70%

14.02%

Com m odities (PDBC)

0.75%

32.37%

Com m . Services (XLC)

0.89%

27.11%

MSCI Em erging (EEM)

2.97%

3.27%

Gold (GLD)

0.51%

-4.09%

REITS (VNQ)

3.66%

32.30%

Hom ebuilders (XHB)

-0.38%

36.34%

The table above is an analysis of the weekly and year to date returns of various markets/sectors that we follow (More RED = worse performing
markets/sectors; More GREEN = best performing markets/sectors). Source: IEX Trading & PWM Research.

Retirement Planning:
How Stretch IRA Tactics Have Tightened
New rule for inherited IRAs.

Estate Planning:
The Very Rich Already Have A Plan To Escape Biden's Tax Increase
Wealthy Americans are scrambling for places to hide from plans by Democrats to hike their taxes.
Many on Wall Street think they’ve found just the thing.

Tax Planning:
The Very Rich Already Have A Plan To Escape Biden's Tax Increase
Wealthy Americans are scrambling for places to hide from plans by Democrats to hike their taxes.
Many on Wall Street think they’ve found just the thing.

Health:
The Language of Long-Term Care
Navigating the care maze can be overwhelming; understanding the lingo can help.

Entrepreneur:
What's the Real Difference Between Leadership and Management?
The distinctions between managing and leading people impact your professional purpose. Here are
five aspects that set them apart.
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